Abstract-This paper studies the isolated and combined effects of several latency-tolerance techniques for software-based distributed shared-memory systems (software DSMs). More specifically, we focus on data prefetching, update-based coherence, and single-writer optimizations for page-based software DSMs. Our experimental results with six parallel applications show that, when these techniques are carefully combined, they can provide running time and speedup improvements of up to 54 percent and 110 percent, respectively, on a cluster of eight PCs.
Prefetching strategies can reduce these latencies by performing the operations involved in accesses to remote data in advance of the actual data accesses. However, prefetching effectively in software DSMs can be quite complex for two main reasons: 1) it is often difficult to predict future data accesses and 2) prefetches generate significant overhead when issued unnecessarily. In fact, prefetching effectively in software DSMs is somewhat harder than in their hardware counterparts; the relatively simple techniques used in hardware DSMs [22] are often not effective for software DSMs [6] . For example, sequential prefetching, the most common prefetching strategy in hardware DSMs, works well for these systems because of the relatively small size of the prefetching units (cache blocks). In contrast, sequential prefetching is not as useful for systems that work at page-level granularity.
Remote data access latencies can also be addressed by adapting between invalidate and update-based coherence. Update-based protocols usually transfer more data than necessary, but can improve performance with respect to invalidate-based protocols when the sharing patterns are such that most updates are indeed useful.
Another way in which the protocol can be adapted involves selecting between single and multiple-writer coherence according to sharing behavior. Multiple-writer protocols alleviate the effect of false sharing in systems with large coherence units, such as virtual memory pages. However, the overhead of detecting, recording, and merging changes to shared data is always incurred, independently of whether false sharing is indeed a problem. This overhead can be eliminated for pages that are not subject to false sharing by allowing only a single writer at a time for them.
In this paper, we study the isolated and combined effects of these different latency-tolerance techniques for pagebased software DSMs. In particular, we focus on the Adaptive++ prefetching technique [5] and the adaptation strategies of the ADSM system [13] , called SMA (for Single/ Multiple-writer Adaptation) and IUA (for Invalidate/ Update Adaptation). The combination of all techniques takes the sharing behavior of each page into consideration, making sure that all important behaviors are covered and no conflicts exist between techniques. All techniques and combinations were implemented for the TreadMarks system [3] .
To evaluate these techniques, we performed experiments with six parallel applications on a cluster of eight Pentiumbased PCs. We isolated the performance benefits of each technique and their combination by comparing them to TreadMarks. Our results show that most applications benefit from only one of the techniques, although some applications do benefit from multiple techniques. The speedup improvements of the different techniques in isolation can reach 75 percent, whereas these improvements can reach 110 percent when all techniques are applied in combination.
The vast majority of the previous work in latency tolerance for software DSMs has considered data prefetching, update-based coherence, and single-write optimizations independently (e.g., [5] , [13] , [16] , [11] ). By directly comparing these techniques under the same hardware and software infrastructure, we can more completely and accurately contrast them.
Two other studies have compared prefetching and updates directly [2] , [8] . Castro and de Amorim [8] showed that update-based coherence frequently outperforms prefetching. However, they studied a very simple prefetching technique (originally proposed in [4] ) that relies on page invalidations to guide prefetching. We have shown that this technique is not as efficient as Adaptive++ in [5] . Both the simple technique and Adaptive++ were studied in simulation. Castro and Amorim attempted to combine prefetching and updates for one application and achieved good results. Unfortunately, their work was also based solely on simulations. Our paper differs from their study in that we focus on real executions of several parallel applications and a sophisticated prefetching strategy. In fact, this paper is the first to study a real implementation of Adaptive++ and shows that prefetching can frequently outperform updatebased coherence.
Amza et al. [2] studied another sophisticated prefetching technique called Dynamic Aggregation. In [5] , we also showed Adaptive++ to be more efficient than Dynamic Aggregation. Amza et al. also attempted to combine prefetching and updates, but did so without considering sharing patterns. Consequently, the two techniques wound up tackling the same access faults, leading to poor performance. A similar problem was described in [14] , when multithreading was combined with compiler-based prefetching. Our paper differs from these works by studying an efficient, runtime-based prefetching technique and an efficient combination of techniques that uses a categorization of the sharing patterns experienced by pages to avoid conflicts.
Finally, a few other studies proposed the use of other runtime-based latency-tolerance techniques for software DSMs. We proposed hardware support for latency tolerance in [4] . Mowry et al. [14] and Thitikamol and Keleher [19] studied multithreading. A few groups [10] , [15] , [12] , [17] studied reducing coherence overheads with home-based software DSMs and remote memory writes. Several groups have proposed home migration strategies for home-based software DSMs (e.g., [20] , [21] , [18] ). Bilas et al. [7] proposed network interface and protocol extensions to completely eliminate the need for interrupts and polling in home-based software DSMs. Our work complements these previous studies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section motivates the paper by describing the main characteristics of TreadMarks and showing that remote data access overheads significantly degrade the performance of applications running on top of it. Sections 3, 4, and 5 describe the Adaptive++ prefetching technique, the SMA and IUA techniques, and their combination, respectively. Section 6 describes our experimental environment, whereas Section 7 presents our experimental results. Finally, Section 8 draws our conclusions.
OVERHEADS IN SOFTWARE DSMS
Several software DSMs use virtual memory protection bits to enforce coherence at the page level. In order to minimize the impact of false sharing, these DSMs only guarantee memory consistency at synchronization points and allow multiple processors to write the same page concurrently.
TreadMarks is an example of a system that enforces consistency lazily and allows multiple concurrent writers per page. In TreadMarks, page invalidation happens at lock acquire points, whereas the modifications to an invalidated page are collected from previous writers at the time of the first access (fault) to the page. On a lock acquire operation, the releaser can determine the set of write notices (descriptions of the modifications made to shared data) that the acquiring processor needs to receive. Upon receiving the notices, the acquirer can then change the state of its memory accordingly. No action is taken on lock release operations. A barrier episode can be seen as a release followed by an acquire performed by each processor.
The propagation of the actual modifications made to a shared page is deferred until the acquirer suffers an access fault on the page. These modifications are determined using the twinning and diffing mechanism as follows: A page is initially write-protected so that on the first write to it a violation occurs. On such a violation, an exact copy of the page (a twin) is made and the original copy of the page is made writable. When the actual modifications are required, the twin and the current version of the page are compared to create a runlength encoding of the modifications (a diff). When an access fault occurs, the faulting processor consults its list of write notices to find out the diffs it needs to bring the page up-to-date. It then requests the corresponding diffs from remote processors and waits for them to be (generated and) sent back. After receiving all the diffs requested, the faulting processor can then apply them in turn to its outdated copy of the page.
The main overheads in TreadMarks (and most other software DSMs) are related to communication latencies and coherence actions. Fig. 1 presents a detailed view of the execution time performance of our applications running on top of TreadMarks on eight processors. The bars in the figure show normalized execution time broken down into busy time, data fetch latency, synchronization time, and IPC overhead. The busy time category represents the amount of useful work performed by the computation processor. It also includes TLB miss latency, write buffer stall time, interrupt time, and the most significant of these overheads, cache miss latency. Data fetch latency is a combination of coherence processing time and network latencies involved in fetching pages and diffs as a result of page access violations. Synchronization time represents the delays involved in waiting at barriers and lock acquires/ releases, including the overhead of interval and write notice processing. IPC overhead accounts for the time the processor spends servicing requests coming from remote processors. Fig. 1 shows that most applications running on top of TreadMarks indeed suffer severe remote data fetch and synchronization overheads. Prefetching techniques can be used to alleviate the data fetch overhead. Note, however, that prefetching cannot completely eliminate this overhead, since prefetching does not overlap the time to apply diffs and generate twins with useful computation. These diffrelated overheads can be reduced or even eliminated by using an update strategy combined with single/multiplewriter adaptation.
PREFETCHING: ADAPTIVE++
Adaptive++ predicts near-future remote data accesses and issues prefetches for these data prior to the actual accesses. It relies solely on runtime information on data accesses (the history of remote accesses of each node) and is intended to optimize the performance of regular applications. These applications exhibit two main types of behavior: 1) the set of remote data accesses performed during a phase of execution (delimited by consecutive barrier events) is repeated during a subsequent phase, or 2) the stride between consecutive remote accesses during a phase is repeated in other phases. Adaptive++ does not issue prefetches when the application is not exhibiting one of these behaviors, i.e., when "unexpected" remote accesses must be performed. Thus, in order to tackle regular applications, our technique adapts between two modes of operation: repeated-phase and repeated-stride modes.
The exact implementation of each of these modes is obviously dependent on the underlying software DSM. To make the description of the technique more concrete, in the following, we detail the implementation of Adaptive++ for TreadMarks, while describing the different execution modes and the concept of "expected" remote accesses in the context of this implementation.
Repeated-Phase Mode
To determine which pages to prefetch for in this mode of operation, our technique maintains two lists: previouslist and before-previous-list. previous-list contains the numbers of the pages that experienced faults outside of critical sections in the previous phase of execution, while before-previous-list records the faults that occurred outside of critical sections during the phase before the previous one. (A page number is appended to the appropriate list as the corresponding fault happens.) One of these lists is to be chosen as the expected set of faults, i.e., a prediction of the page faults that will likely be experienced by the processor in the next phase.
On the third barrier synchronization episode, the similarity between the previous-list and before-previouslist lists determines which list is to be chosen on barrier events. Similar lists determine that the list corresponding to the previous phase is to be chosen on every subsequent barrier episode. When the lists are not similar, the one corresponding to the phase before the last is to be chosen every time. Two lists are deemed similar if more than 50 percent of their page numbers belong to both lists.
Note that this strategy only checks the similarity of each pair of consecutive phases. When the two lists are dissimilar, the strategy assumes (without verification) that similar phases alternate. In this case, a third list of page numbers could be used to make sure that alternate phases are indeed similar, at the cost of extra memory and processing overhead. We do not perform this extra verification because it is rare for applications to exhibit similar phases that are not consecutive or alternating [6] . Furthermore, predicting an irregular application as having alternate phases that are similar causes no harm. As will soon be clear, Adaptive++ does not degrade performance if applications end up behaving differently than it expects.
Repeated-Stride Mode
Pages to prefetch for are chosen differently under the repeated-stride mode of operation, although this mode also involves the two lists of page faults and chooses the one to use based on their similarity. This mode uses the most frequent page fault stride of the chosen list to determine the pages to prefetch for in the next phase. The ordered list of expected faults is comprised by all the pages that are a multiple of this stride away from the page faulted on when the stride is first detected in the phase.
Note that, in repeated-stride mode, Adaptive++ may issue prefetches for pages that were not accessed before and so prefetches may be issued for whole pages as well as their diffs. In repeated-phase mode, Adaptive++ only issues prefetches for pages that have been touched before, so it only issues prefetches for diffs. 
Picking a Mode
The decision of which mode to apply to a phase is taken during the barrier episode that starts the phase. The decision is based on the technique that is most likely to be adequate for the phase. If no technique seems appropriate, prefetching is avoided, at least until the next barrier episode.
The metric that determines a technique's potential to succeed is different for each mode of operation. For the repeated-phase mode, the metric is the percentage of useful prefetches (the ones that prevented remote operations on faults) this mode issued (if it was the chosen mode in the previous phase) or would have issued (if it was not the chosen mode in the previous phase). For the repeated-stride mode, the metric is the frequency of the most common page access stride observed in the chosen list of faults. On every barrier event, the mode to be used in the next phase is the one that leads to the largest value of its metric. In case of a tie, the repeated-phase mode is the one of choice. Picking a mode to use obviously involves some overhead, which our detailed simulations show is almost always completely overlapped with the barrier overhead.
Issuing Prefetches
In the repeated-phase mode, a user-defined number of pages (24 pages in our experiments) from the front of the expected list is prefetched for right after a barrier crossing point. In addition, on a fault outside of any critical section, the repeated-phase mode tries to issue prefetches for another user-defined number of pages (four pages in our experiments). These pages follow the faulting page on the expected list. Prefetches are not issued for: 1) pages that are already valid in the local memory and 2) pages for which the same prefetches have been issued. Note that an issued prefetch may never complete since there is no guarantee that the prefetch request or the corresponding reply will be received. No action is taken on faults occurring inside of critical sections or on pages that are not on expected.
In contrast with the repeated-phase mode, no prefetches are issued at the barrier point in the repeated-stride mode, since at that point, it is still not possible to determine the expected set of faults. On a fault outside any critical section, the repeated-stride mode tries to issue prefetches for yet another user-defined number of pages (four pages in our experiments) following the faulting page on expected. Again, prefetches are only issued on faults to pages that appear on expected, provided that the corresponding data are not already valid in memory and the same prefetches have not been issued.
Receiving Prefetch Replies
The prefetch replies are saved until an actual access to the page is made by the processor, at which point any diffs that had not been prefetched (or that are yet to be received) are collected, all the diffs (prefetched and otherwise) are applied to the outdated version of the page, and the page is made valid. Note that an access fault is experienced by the node, even if all the necessary diffs had been received. Prefetches are issued on this type of fault as well as on faults for which no diffs were prefetched, if the faulting page belongs to the expected list of faults. Adaptive++ waits for all prefetch replies to have been received before crossing a subsequent synchronization point.
Justification for Main Design Decisions
Adaptive++ targets regular applications because their performance can be improved without resorting to sophisticated users or compilers that can insert explicit prefetch calls in the source code. The fault behavior of these applications can be predicted based on their past history of faults.
Adaptive++ focuses solely on repeated-phase and repeated-stride types of regular applications. The reason is that our previous experience [6] has shown that these are the two most important forms of regularity found in a large set of parallel applications. The few previously proposed dynamic prefetching techniques have not been shown effective for both types of regular applications.
Adaptive++ always tests whether a faulting page is among the ones it expected to experience a fault, before issuing prefetches. This test helps Adaptive++ have a greater confidence that the application is behaving regularly and that it will be able to improve performance. In irregular applications, the faults experienced by each processor are very frequently "unexpected."
Adaptive++ avoids issuing prefetches within critical sections. The reason for this is that our previous experience [4] has shown that several parallel applications exhibit short critical sections that may be substantially lengthened by issuing prefetches. Longer critical sections increase synchronization overheads sometimes significantly in the presence of lock contention. Adaptive++ also avoids prefetching for pages faulted on inside of critical sections. The reason is that these pages usually receive write notices at the lock acquire point, forcing the system to collect diffs on the first accesses to the pages anyway.
Finally, our experiments with Adaptive++ issue prefetches for a relatively large number of pages (24) right after barrier events, while being much less aggressive when issuing (four) prefetches on access faults. This strategy uses the fact that processors frequently experience faults right in the beginning of each phase of execution, permitting an overlap of interprocessor request and data fetch overheads. Later in the execution of the phase, this type of overlap becomes less probable and prefetches end up interfering with computation on the affected remote processors more frequently. The particular values we selected for these userdefined parameters are the ones that led to the highest performance for our applications.
ADAPTIVE COHERENCE: SMA AND IUA
We study two techniques for adapting the coherence protocol to the sharing patterns of each page. Specifically, we adapt between invalidate and update-based coherence (IUA) and between single and multiple-writer coherence (SMA). Both techniques rely on a dynamic categorization (called Sharing Pattern Categorization or SPC) of the type of sharing experienced by each page [13] .
SPC creates an association between each lock variable and the pages that experience faults inside of the critical sections the variable delimits. This association and the write notice information allow SPC to classify pages as multiplewriter (i.e., falsely-shared) and single-writer (i.e., migratory under locks, migratory under barriers, or producer/consumer). A single-writer page can only be modified by its current owner, after it retrieves the latest version of the page. Multiple-writer pages have no owner. A producer/ consumer page has a fixed owner (the producer), whereas the ownership of migratory pages is transferred as appropriate. Transfers of ownership do not involve extra protocol messages. On a lock acquire operation, the processor will automatically get the ownership of the pages associated with the lock. When releasing the lock, the processor also releases the ownership of its pages. The ownership of a migratory page that is not associated with a lock is transferred along with a copy of the page, if the processor servicing the page is its owner.
When we exploit IUA in isolation, pages that are classified as migratory under locks or producer/consumer are updated. More specifically, the transfer of updates of lock-protected data occurs on lock acquire operations in the following way: The releaser sends a lock grant message to the acquirer, including the write notices belonging to intervals not seen by the acquirer and the numbers of the pages to be updated. The actual updates follow the lock grant message in separate messages. Updates of producer/ consumer data are sent to all the consumers of the data at a barrier. The transfer of these updates is overlapped with the synchronization overhead of barriers. In both situations, processors do not have to wait for the updates to be received at synchronization points. Migratory pages under barriers and multiple-writer pages are made coherent with invalidations. Even though entire pages are sent as updates, all pages are treated under the standard twinning and diffing mechanism.
When we exploit SMA in isolation, multiple-writer pages are treated under the twinning and diffing mechanism, whereas the coherence of single-writer pages is maintained by transferring whole pages. No updates are sent.
When SMA and IUA are combined (as originally proposed for the ADSM system [13] ), multiple-writer pages are treated under the twinning and diffing mechanism, single-writer pages are transferred as a whole, and pages that are classified as migratory under locks or producer/ consumer are updated.
Justification for Main Design Decisions
IUA and SMA target applications with single-writer pages. For these applications, avoiding the overhead of twinning and diffing can improve performance significantly, as originally demonstrated in [1] .
IUA and SMA depend on SPC to categorize pages. The set of SPC categories was chosen to be comprehensive, but be simple enough that categorizing pages would not involve performance degradation.
As a result of SPC, IUA and SMA can be more aggressive in performing their optimizations than Adaptive++. In fact, IUA does attempt to eliminate certain types of page faults inside of critical sections. The reason is two-fold: 1) SPC is accurate in its categorization and 2) the latest version of a migratory page under a lock is held by the lock releaser, which needs to communicate with the acquirer anyway.
COMBINING TECHNIQUES
We are interested in finding effective ways to combine prefetching and adaptation techniques such as Adaptive++, SMA, and IUA. As we mentioned in the introduction, some previous studies [2] , [14] of combined techniques failed to produce more efficient systems. The main reason is that the combined techniques tried to tackle the same page faults.
This problem can be avoided in systems that detect sharing patterns by realizing that each strategy is most effective for different types of sharing. The Adaptive++ technique is not efficient for page faults that occur inside critical sections. IUA and SMA work well for those faults. IUA is efficient for single-writer pages that are lockprotected in migratory state, or are barrier-protected in producer/consumer state. IUA coherence does not work so well for multiple-writer pages. Adaptive++ can tackle some of these faults very effectively.
Thus, to combine these strategies, we rely on the SPC categorization. As we mentioned before, the ADSM system relies on SPC to combine SMA and IUA. When we combine all techniques, the access to pages classified as falsely shared (or multiple-writer) is optimized by Adaptive++, SMA optimizes the single-writer pages, whereas IUA is applied to lock-protected migratory pages and barrierprotected producer/consumer pages.
METHODOLOGY AND WORKLOAD
Our experimental environment consists of a cluster with eight PCs. Each PC has 512 Mbytes of memory and a 650 MHz Pentium III with split data and instruction level1 caches (16 Kbytes each) and one level2 cache (256 Kbytes). As the implementation of Adaptive++, SMA, and IUA is based on the TreadMarks system, we evaluate these strategies and their combination by comparing our results against standard TreadMarks. In all systems, interprocessor communication is implemented with UDP over a 1 Gbit/sec Myrinet switch.
We report results for six representative parallel programs: LU, CG, FFT, Em3d, and two versions of IS, lockbased (IS_lk) and barrier-based (IS). LU is from the Splash-2 suite [23] , Em3d is from UC Berkeley, and the other applications are from the TreadMarks distribution. The applications from this distribution are optimized for software DSMs (more precisely for TreadMarks), whereas the others are not. Table 1 presents the inputs we used.
LU factors a matrix into two matrices: one lower triangular and the other upper triangular. In the CG benchmark, a conjugate gradient method is used to compute an approximation to the smallest eigenvalue of a large, sparse, symmetric positive definite matrix. FFT solves a partial differential equation using forward and inverse FFTs. Em3d simulates electromagnetic wave propagation through 3D objects. IS (Integer Sort) ranks an array of N integers using keys in the range [0, Bmax].
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Effectiveness
Coverage
We start to evaluate the effectiveness of the techniques we study by assessing the coverage they achieve for our applications. The coverage is defined as the percentage of the access faults for which the strategies took some action. Fig. 2 presents the number of access faults experienced by our applications under Adaptive++ (adp), SMA+IUA (adsm), and the combination of these techniques (cmb). The numbers of faults are normalized to the Adaptive++ results. Each bar in the figure is broken down into access faults for which, by the time of the faults, the required data (pages and/or diffs) had already been collected by prefetches ("hit"), the required data had been prefetched, but did not return in time ("late"), the prefetches had been issued, but were invalidated before use ("inv"), the required data had already been received as updates ("upd"), the required data will be collected with the corresponding page since the page has been classified as single-writer ("sma"), and no operation has been or will be issued ("no"). The coverage factor of Adaptive++ is defined as the sum of the three first categories. In the ADSM system, the coverage factor is defined by the sum of upd and sma.
We start the discussion by focusing on Adaptive++. Fig. 2 shows that Adaptive++ achieves a high coverage factor for CG, FFT, Em3d, and IS, as they are regular applications. These applications take enormous advantage of the repeated-phase mode. CG and IS behave almost the same: their similar phases are consecutive and they take advantage of the repeated-stride mode at the initial phase of execution. In the repeated-stride mode, the prefetches are issued on access faults, so the data collected by these prefetches are not always received early enough to avoid stalling the processor, which explains the late prefetches. FFT also has repeated phases, but these phases alternate. Em3d exhibits a different behavior. It has two main barriers. The similar phases associated with the first barrier alternate, whereas the similar phases associated with the second barrier are consecutive. In Em3d, the access fault prefetches also cause late prefetches. The access faults for which no prefetches are issued occur in the initial phase of execution, when the Adaptive++ is yet to identify the application behavior.
LU does not exhibit as high a coverage as these highly regular applications. Most access faults in LU are to consecutive pages, so Adaptive++ uses the repeated-stride mode (stride ¼ 1). However, due to the initial phase of execution (when the application behavior has not yet been determined) and the fact that not all strides are 1, Adaptive++ only covers 41 percent of the faults. The Adaptive++ coverage for IS_lk is not very high either. Even though IS_lk is a lock-based application, it does access a shared data structure outside critical sections. This data structure is read with stride -1. Now, we concentrate on the coverage achieved by the ADSM system (SMA+IUA). ADSM achieves a high coverage for CG, FFT, Em3d, IS, and IS_lk. In the case of CG, the coverage is dominated by the updates, as most of the access faults refer to pages classified as producer/consumer. FFT has a low update percentage (17 percent) due to the same kind of access faults, but its high coverage is due to sma, which demonstrates that almost all pages are modified by one processor at a time. The access faults that are not covered are cold start faults. Em3d and IS_lk have their coverage equally divided between the upd and sma categories. The updates of Em3d are due to pages classified as producer/consumer, whereas the updates of IS_lk are issued to pages categorized as migratory by locks.
The low coverage of LU is due its large number of cold start faults. Adaptive++ achieves a higher coverage for LU because it covers cold start faults using its repeated-stride mode.
Analyzing the coverage achieved by combining all techniques, we observe that LU, CG, FFT, and Em3d are the applications that take the most advantage of this combination. In LU, FFT, and Em3d, SMA and/or IUA cover the single-writer pages, whereas Adaptive++ issues prefetches for the cold start faults. In CG, which has multiple as well as single-writer (producer/consumer) pages, IUA deals with the producer/consumer pages by updating them, whereas Adaptive++ prefetches for the multiple-writer pages. For the other applications, no prefetches are issued (all shared pages are single-writer pages), so the coverage is the same as that of the ADSM system.
Utilization
Considering coverage information alone is not enough to evaluate the different techniques, however. Techniques that prefetch aggressively, for instance, naturally achieve high coverages, but sometimes at the cost of issuing a large number of useless prefetches, i.e., prefetches for data that will not be subsequently used. Fig. 3 presents the number and usefulness of the prefetches issued by our systems. The figure shows two bars for each application. The bar on the left represents the Adaptive++ technique when applied in isolation, whereas the bar on the right represents the Adaptive++ technique as applied in combination with the other techniques. The numbers of prefetches are normalized according to the Adaptive++ results. Each bar is broken down into useful and useless prefetches. Note that the useful prefetches correspond to the prefetches issued to cover the three categories of faults that comprise the coverage factor.
Adaptive++ only issues prefetches when it has a high confidence that the prefetches will be useful. As a result, it exhibits very low useless prefetch percentages in all cases. Again, we observe that CG is the only application that issues a considerable number of prefetches under the combination of strategies. Fig. 4 presents the number and usefulness of the updates sent by our systems. Again, we present two bars for each application. The left bar represents the utilization of updates in the ADSM system, whereas the right bar shows the utilization of updates when all techniques are combined. This figure clearly shows that the strategy of restricting the updates only to the pages classified as producer/consumer or migratory by locks generates low percentages of useless updates. Note that no updates are sent by the LU and IS applications.
Data Access Overheads
An effective latency-tolerance technique is one that covers most access faults with a relatively small number of useless operations. Such a technique can significantly reduce the data access overhead of the application. Table 2 presents the percentage reductions in data access overhead provided by each strategy for the applications in our suite. The table shows that the Adaptive++ technique provides considerable reductions for the barrier-based regular applications (LU, CG, FFT, Em3d, and IS), ranging from 19 to 62 percent. Adaptive++ has no effect for IS_lk. Overall, Adaptive++ reduces the data access overheads by an average of IUA performs significantly worse than Adaptive++. For the two versions of IS, IUA even increases the data access overhead. On average, IUA reduces the data access overhead by 15 percent when all applications are considered. SMA achieves mixed results. It performs well for all applications, except for Em3d and CG. In Em3d, SMA's use of page transfers significantly increases the amount of communication traffic since only a small fraction of the pages are actually modified. SMA does not benefit CG because the data access overhead in this application is dominated by network latency. On average, SMA reduces data access overheads by 22 percent.
When we combine IUA and SMA, data access overheads are reduced by at least as much as each technique in isolation, which nicely shows the synergy that can be achieved by combining techniques. The only case in which this effect is not observed is Em3d. Again, this is caused by SMA's transferring of whole pages as opposed to much shorter diffs. On average, ADSM reduces the access overhead by 45 percent.
When we combine all techniques, we again see that the overhead reductions are at least as high as those of the isolated techniques, except in the case of Em3d. LU and CG are particularly interesting applications. LU takes advantage of the combination of Adaptive++ (cold start prefetches) and SMA, whereas CG takes advantage of the combination of Adaptive++ and IUA. For Em3d, the key to good performance is to prefetch diffs of single-writer pages, which our combined system does not do. On average, the combination of all techniques reduces the access overhead by 49 percent. Table 3 lists the speedups achieved by our applications under TreadMarks (Tmk), TreadMarks using Adaptive++ (Adp), TreadMarks using IUA (IUA), TreadMarks using SMA (SMA), TreadMarks using IUA and SMA (ADSM), and the system combining all techniques (Comb). These results show that speedups are relatively low under TreadMarks, but increase substantially when we apply latency-tolerance techniques. The table also shows that Adaptive++, IUA, and SMA exhibit inconsistent benefits. Adaptive++ improves the speedup of the barrier-based applications by 3 to 34 percent, but does not affect IS_lk. When IUA is beneficial, it improves speedups between 6 and 40 percent. However, it does not improve the speedup of LU and IS. SMA improves speedups more significantly, between 3 and 75 percent, but hurts Em3d. ADSM provides substantial speedup improvements, ranging from 33 to 110 percent, for LU, CG, FFT, IS, and IS_lk. For Em3d, the speedup improvement achieved by ADSM is smaller (9 percent). CG is the only application for which the speedup achieved by combining all techniques is higher than that of ADSM. For FFT, ADSM scales better than the combination of all techniques. For the other applications, this combination scales as well as ADSM.
Overall Performance
To explain our results in more detail, Fig. 5 presents the running time of each of our applications under the different systems. The bars show normalized execution time broken down into busy time, data access overhead, synchronization time (barrier and lock time), and IPC overhead (i.e., the time a processor spends servicing requests coming from remote processors).
Let us start by discussing the performance of Adaptive++. The graphs show that the regular, barrier-based applications achieve performance improvements up to 26 percent (Em3d). Note, however, that the significant data access overhead reductions provided by Adaptive++ are not always directly translated into better overall performance, due to increases in IPC overhead. These increases are caused by the overhead of receiving prefetch replies. To see this, note that on a remote data access caused by an actual page fault, the page/diffs is/are received without interrupting the processor which is stalled waiting for them. In case of a prefetch, the processor is hopefully busy with useful computation when the reply arrives, so it has to be interrupted to handle the reply. Furthermore, under Adaptive++, any diffs prefetched have to be copied to a pool of diffs, whereas diff replies to an actual page fault are received in the pool directly. Finally, any useless prefetches represent unnecessary IPC overhead.
Considering the busy time of the applications, we note that Adaptive++ decreases this time in LU, FFT, and Em3d, which at first might sound counter-intuitive. Note, however, that FFT and Em3d prefetch pages in repeated-phase mode on barrier events. Thus, the diffs created during a phase are now requested and created at the beginning of the phase, concentrating the effect of cache pollution in this initial period and reducing the negative impact of pollution on the computation time. As for LU, it uses the repeatedstride mode to issue two prefetches on each access fault, concentrating the diff creation requests and again reducing the cache pollution effect. SMA, ADSM, and Combined also decrease the busy time of LU, FFT, and Em3d considerably. These reductions are also related to reduced cache pollution because these systems eliminate the need for diffs and twins for single-writer pages.
IUA does not reduce data access overheads as significantly as Adaptive++, so its performance results are not as good in most cases. The most interesting result obtained by IUA is that it was able to reduce the synchronization overheads of IS_lk significantly to achieve an overall performance improvement with respect to TreadMarks of 29 percent. The reason for this effect is that IUA does reduce the overhead of data accesses made inside critical sections.
TABLE 3 Speedups
The shorter critical sections decrease lock contention and, as a result, reduce the serialization that causes high barrier wait times. SMA, ADSM, and Combined also exhibit these gains. Adaptive++ does not prefetch for accesses that occur inside critical sections.
CG and Em3d are the only applications that do not benefit from SMA. SMA does reduce the diffing overhead in CG as 40 percent of the diffs are eliminated, but the overhead of handling page requests increases in a way that the data access latency remains roughly the same. In the case of Em3d, SMA does not provide improvements because it exchanges large pages for short diffs, increasing the network traffic, as we mentioned before.
ADSM and Combined achieve the best overall performance, except for Em3d, as these systems take advantage of their primary techniques without negative side-effects. Nevertheless, the Em3d results demonstrate that we should consider not only the data sharing pattern, but also the size of diffs when deciding what technique to apply.
Finally, we believe that the performance trends suggested by these results should extrapolate to systems that are larger than eight PCs only. However, scaling the systems further would only make sense if problem sizes are increased as well, as indicated by the speedups in Table 3 . A similar increase in both system size and problem size would suggest a significant increase of the fraction of busy time for these applications, due to their higher than linear computational complexities. On the other hand, such a scaled system would also incur more cold start faults, more sharing, and a higher level of resource contention for some of these applications. The exact overall effect of our latency-tolerance techniques on the scaled system would depend on how these different effects balance out.
Summary
Our experimental results show that, in terms of isolated techniques, SMA achieves the best performance for most of our applications, even though Adaptive++ produces the most consistent reductions in data access overhead. Our results also show that combining SMA with IUA (ADSM) produces performance that is at least as good as that achieved by either of these two techniques independently. Finally, we find that the Combined technique (ADSM plus Adaptive++) is able to reduce data access overheads by almost 50 percent, on average. However, compared to the ADSM results, the gains achieved by Combined are only marginal, since most of our applications are dominated by single-writer pages. ADSM and Combined achieve the best overall performance.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we evaluated the isolated and combined effects of three different latency-tolerance techniques for page-based software DSMs: prefetching, selective update-based coherence, and selective single-writer coherence. Our experimental results for six applications on a cluster of eight PCs show that carefully combining techniques obtains at least as high an improvement as each strategy in isolation, except for one application. When we combine all the techniques we study, the barrier-based applications achieve up to 29 percent running time (42 percent speedup) improvement, whereas the lock-based application achieves 54 percent running time (110 percent speedup) improvement.
Based on our experience and results, we draw the following conclusions:
. Latency-tolerance techniques can reduce data access overheads significantly. However, these techniques have to be designed carefully in order to avoid increasing other overheads. For example, we find that (even sophisticated) prefetching can increase IPC overheads, whereas (even selective) update-based coherence can increase synchronization overheads. . In isolation, prefetching is better than selective update-based coherence. However, selective singlewriter coherence achieves the best results, as it can reduce data access overheads significantly without noticeable side-effects. . Despite previous negative results, combining latency-tolerance techniques can achieve better performance than any technique in isolation. The key is that the combination has to be designed carefully to avoid interference between the primitive techniques. Finally, despite the performance improvements due to our latency-tolerance techniques, our results suggest that there is room for further improvement. In particular, the data access and synchronization overheads of several applications are still significant, even when multiple latency-tolerance techniques are combined.
